SATIRES OF BOB DYLAN- RANKED

Here I RANK the satires of Bob Dylan. The criteria is a combination of humor, how much it has to do with Dylan, how dated it may become, and general interest. Songs on my master list that are either too short, or not quite Dylan satires or terrible are omitted.

1. **Protest Song** by *Neil Innes*

2. **Suburban Drone** by *The Capital Steps*

3. **Times They Are A-Changing (Bob Dylan turns 60)** by *Garrison Keilor*

4. **The Ballad of Bob Dylan** by *Richard Belzer* from *Another Lone Nut*

5. **Christmas is Pain** by *Roy Zimmerman* from *Comic Sutra*

6. **Jerusalem** by *Dan Bern* from *Dan Bern* and *Dog Boy*

7. **Talkin Alien Abduction Blue** by *Dan Bern* from *Dog Boy*

8. **Bob Dylan’s 115 Dream** by *Bob Dylan* from *Bringing it all back home*

9. **Royal Jelly** from *Walk Hard: The Dewey Cox Story*.

10. **The Times they haven’t changed much** by *Loose Bruce Kerr* from *His website*

11. **Songs for Bob Dylan** by *Wally Pleasant* from *House of the Holy Moly*

12. **Bob Dylan is a Genius** by *Phil Ward* from *Easily Amused*.

13. **Dylan Christmas Song** by *Unknown artist*, *Unknown source*.

14. **Bob** by *Weird Al Yankovic* from *Poddle Hat*

15. **Golden Protest** by *National Lampoon* from *Radio Dinner*

16. **Patty Duke theme** by *Aguayo* from *Rerun Rock*

17. **Leanin on Bob** by *Will Rigby* from *Hit the Hay Vol 4*

18. **Talkin New Bob Dylan** by *Loundon Wainwright* from *History*

19. **Everybody Must Get Cloned** by *The Capital Steps* from *When Bush comes to Shove*

20. **Blowin in the wind-female** by *Chenille Sisters* from *C. Lavin presents Laugh Tracks I*

21. **Medley of Christmas Songs** by *The Unknown Christmas Singers*

22. **Talkin’ Al Kida Blues** by *Dan Bern* from *The Swastika EP*

23. **The Congress it is Changin’** by *The Capital Steps* from their website, and also from *Springtime for Liberals*

24. **Dylan Hears a Who**. Was on line but taken off at the request of the Suess People. Its Dr. Suess songs sung Dylan Style. Very good Dylan imitator.
25. Talkin’ Building Q Blues by Barry and Sally Chilon-Helton from Tempus Fugitives.
26. Talkin John Birch Blues by Bob Dylan Bootleg series
27. Motorpsycho Nitemare by Bob Dylan from Another Side of Bob Dylan
28. I’m not Bob Dylan by Steve Banks from Songs from the Steve Banks Show
29. A Public Execution by Mouse from More Nuggets Vol. 2
30. Positively Wall Street from National Lampoon’s Lemmings
31. Do you know any Bob Dylan by Eric Bogle from Eric Bogle Songbook Volume 2
32. Bill Clinton: Vast Bubba Cons [Explicit Lyrics] by Officer Vic and the Unindicted Co-conspirators. Political Satire that is anti-Clinton, sung to Dylan tunes. Tunes not that memorable. So tied to the times they were written that will likely lose rank over time.
33. Polka Dot Undies by Bowser and Blue from Dementia 2000-Demento’s 30th anniv
34. Bond Themes by Sean Cullen from Dr Demento Basement Tapes 11
35. Bob Dylan Blues by Syd Barrett from Wouldn’t you miss me
36. Happy Birthday you Refugees of the 60’s by Dan Gossett.
37. Talking Seattle Grunge Rock Blues by Todd Snider
38. Help by The Family Frog
39. Serve Yourself by John Lennon
40. Mr. Tamborine Man by William Shattner from The Transformed Man , Spaced out(Best of Shattner/Nimoy) and a Golden Throats
41. Mr. Tamborine Man by The Chipmunks from Chipmunks A-go-go.
42. Ally McBeal by Davinci’s Notebook from Life & Times of Mike Fanning
43. Ally McBeal by Bob Rivers from Twisted Tunes Vol V.
44. Madman on the Watchtower by Black Book Band from First Contact
45. This old Man by Bob Dylan from Benefit for Pediatric Aids
46. Blowin in the Wind by Eddie Albert from Golden Throats and The Eddie Albert Album.
47. Blowin in the wind by Me first and Gimme Gimmes from Blown in the wind (punk style).
48. Like a Rolling Stone by Sebastian Cabot from Golden Throats.
49. The Times they are a Changin by Jimmy Slogget with the compliments of PYE/ULTIMATE.
50. It Ain’t me Babe by Sebastian Cabot from Golden Throats.
51. *I want to hold your hand* by Christopher Milk

52. *Forskellig Kage* by Eddie Skoller from *En Aften Med Eddie Skoller*. Includes “Blowin the wind” in Elvis Style. and “Diana” (by Paul Anka) in Dylan style.

53. *Bob Kyplan* by Alex Perience from *Radio Boutique*

54. *Serve Yourself* by John Lennon

55. *All along the Mayflower* by Dan Orr Project

56. *Three strikes and you’re out* by Foremen from *Sing it loud*

57. *White Christmas* by Bob and the Dylantones,

58. *Knockin on Bob Evans Door* by Dan Orr from *Rock Bottom (Dan Orr Project Vol 4)*

59. *Stay true to your Music* by Mel P from *The tape Mel P gave me.*

60. *Forever Dumb* by Richard Allen Vinson and the Unindicted Co-conspirators from *Oh Shit! Not another Dylan Cover Album*


62. *A Simple Desultory Philippic* by Simon and Garfunkel from *Parsely, Sage, Rosemary and Thyme*

63. *I Shall be Free No. 10* by Bob Dylan from *Another Side of Bob Dylan*

64. *Bob Dylan Flying Saucer* by Mel P from Mel P Tape.

65. *Bob Dylan & Joan Baez Flying Saucer* by Mel P from Mel P Tape.

66. *Fried Brain* by Dillon Simmerman

67. *In 1987* from *The tape Mel P made for me. A fan tribute.*

68. *Talkin’ Bob Dylan Imitators Contest Massacre Disaster Paranoid Blues* by Steven Keene from *Keene on Dylan*

69. *Bob Dylan’s 300 Game* by Andrew Lorand from *Potsticker Rodeo*

70. *Bond Themes* by Sean Cullen from Dr. Demento Basement Tapes 11

71. *Born again Bob* by Nat. Lamp. from *Sex, Drugs, Rock and Roll, and the End of the World*

72. *Steve Banks Standup* by Steve Banks from *Steve Banks Home Entertainment Center.*

73. *Flakes* by Frank Zappa

74. *It’s Ennui Babe* by Jim Terr from *Welcome to Chickenstock*

75. *One Thing Real* by Dan Bern from *Smartie Mine*
76. Knockin on WBAI’s Door by Larry Sloman.

77. Alaska Highway by Dan Bern from New American Language

78. Thanksgiving Day Parade by Dan Bern from New American Language

79. Star Wars prequel Homesick Blues by The Great Luke Ski from Unconventional

80. Star Wars Trilogy Homesick Blues by The Great Luke Ski from Carpe Dementia